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Sen. Larson Announces Committee Assignments for 2017-2018 Legislative Session
Madison – Today, Senator Chris Larson was named the ranking Democratic member of the Senate Committee on
Education, the Senate Committee on Administrative Rules, and the Joint Committee for Review of Administrative
Rules. Senator Larson has also been appointed as a member of Senate Committee on Insurance, Housing, and Trade
and the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Small Business, and Tourism.
Sen. Larson released the following statement on the 2017-2018 committee assignments:
“As the lead Democratic member of the Senate Committee on Education last session, I had the opportunity to
collaborate with teachers, experts, legislators, advocates, and students to come up with legislation that puts our kids
on the road to opportunity. I look forward to continuing our work to strengthen our schools and provide needed
support to all students.
“Last session, I introduced common sense solutions that our state can and should be spearheading to ensure all of our
kids are able to thrive and live a prosperous life. Looking ahead, I will introduce legislation to support the successful
community schools model as a proven way to remove learning barriers, such as access to mental health care.
Supporting this model will ensure schools are again the center of communities across Wisconsin the way they were
meant to be.
“Our Milwaukee community has already shown a keen interest in adopting the community schools approach.
Milwaukee Public Schools, in partnership with United Way of Greater Milwaukee and Waukesha County, recently
announced that two additional schools transitioned into being community schools. I'm proud of our Milwaukee
neighbors who have worked hard to ensure all of our students have a bright future, and look forward to working with
my legislative colleagues to invest in these initiatives.
“Additionally, more and more communities across Wisconsin are passing referendums as they struggle to make up
for the state’s failure to invest in our neighborhood schools. In fact, when voters are asked to pick up the state’s tab
to provide basic support for their local schools, 80% of the time they say ‘yes.’ Unfortunately, some of our distressed
neighborhoods have been economically squeezed dry and simply cannot fill the funding gap left by Governor
Walker’s cuts. They need state legislators to end the historic cuts and instead provide every school with their fair
share of funding.
“As a state senator and as a member of these important committees, I look forward to working with my neighbors
and colleagues to support policies that will provide each of our neighbors the freedom to pursue the American
Dream.”
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